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Senryu as an Art Form

by Joseph Earner

Foreword
Seer Ox: American Senryu Magazine,

accomplished with senryu in English. Joseph Earner’s essay, reprinted 
here from Seer Ox , reflects the direction Seer Ox pur
sued, seeing senryu as capable of a tragicomic vision relating to the 
human condition, informed by the deeper roots of human psychology 
as then understood vis–à–vis Jung, et al. We found no artistic or com
pelling philosophical reasons to limit senryu to vulgar humor, cheap 
shots, shallow satire, or what passed for wit on the school playground. 

R.H. Blyth. At that time, we also kept our eyes open for opportuni
ties offered by tanka in English (via kyoka
an emerging haibun literature, to apply these same approaches and 
thematic expectations.
 

— Michael McClintock
Clovis, Calif.

Oct. 13, 2012

The 
poses in English, would seem to involve, at its very center, two 

qualities that people who carry themselves rather flatulently would 

senryu does not look at man and say: that’s what you

me too, buddy, then god help us all.



Essays !!

The senryu in English seems to have gotten watered down (via our 

a cat as his more intelligent, vicious obverse, and man as a composite 

was recognized to be such by the Japanese, who kept it well apart from 
what they considered poetry.

epigram than it ever did to the haiku (despite the easy tendency of the 
latter, depending on where its stress is placed, to swerve from nature 
toward man at his worst). Take this one, for example, written by one of 
our editors during a particularly senryuish period:

her eyes spoke volumes,
most of them
                     pornographic

that’s

û

basement of most senryu there lurks the bobbing green head (or is it 

so interesting and why kulchured Japanese, for centuries, have been 
sneaking into bookstores to peep at them.

The senryu, then, sees man holding a particularly, though naturally 
repellent position in the scheme of things, under the aspect of com

ribly funny as it can get, starts getting un
and pathos may combine to bring about the sort of laughter one hears 
sometimes in the deepest core of things, a chuckle not of our making, 
true, but the sort Lear (so we are told) picked up out there in his foolish 
stage, and we now and again may in our daily lives catch just enough 
of to dismiss at once for fear of it ripping us apart, but recognize and 

the gods.
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she is so homely
he talks women’s lib

is humor here — not the sort, perhaps, we would rather hear, but hu

must of necessity carry their blinkers always with them, and march 

steps off the shiny asphalt occasionally to investigate less shimmering 
(and sometimes quite pungent) things, sees the gentleman slip on the 
banana, or the banana slip on the gentleman, the decorous matron 
pick her nose, or the nose her matron, or most cruelly and comically 
of all, the child born without a nose wear colorful, pretty dresses on 
the chance that no one will notice, or imagine he noticed, as noticed 

The last case would seem to take senryu beyond humor as it is com
monly understood into something much deeper and more remote, and 
few of us there are who would be so unwise as to journey with it. We 
want the laughs that are true, but not too true, that hurt but not too 
much. And this is perhaps what the senryu can give us more readily 
than any other form of humor, even the terse epigram: the extrapola
tion of our sad evility presented in itself and without comment, a mir
ror in a room carefully locked, with the blinds drawn, watching.


